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Abstract 
In this paper we compare "powerset models" of the typed lambda calculus. Although the 
interpretation fthe type constructor ~ is in general not uniquely determined for intensional 
lambda calculi, we can make a canonical choice in this particular case: there exists a minimal 
interpretation f ~ (with respect to a certain class of interpretations) which yields models with 
a maximal theory (in that class). 
1. Introduction 
As opposed to extensional lambda calculi, which require the interpretation of 
abstracted terms (within isomorphism) to be functions, nonextensional (or intensional) 
calculi allow a larger degree of freedom in the choice of their models. This is already 
apparent for the untyped intensional lambda calculus. For example, the standard 
interpretation of a lambda abstracted term in a set-theoretical model like Engeler's 
graph model is defined by 
[2x. t]p = {(X, b) l b ~ [t]otx/~ l, X fnite set}, 
However, a (related) interpretation such as 
[~x.t]p = {(x,  Y)I Y c_ [t]ptx/~], X,  Y finite sets}, 
would be equally justifiable (see e.g. [9]). 
Similarly, in the typed intensional lambda calculus, there is in general no canonical 
choice for the interpretation of the type cr ~ z. This can be illustrated by considering 
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the category Pow of powersets and continuous functions, which supports various 
interpretations of the typed lambda calculus. For example, the above two untyped 
models are solutions of the recursive equation D = (D ~ D) in Pow, where we 
interpret =~ in the first case as 
~A ~m ~B = ~{(X, b)[X c_ A finite, b E B}, 
and in the second as 
~A ~,~B = ~{(X, Y)IX ~ A finite, Y _~ B finite}. 
The question then arises how, in general, the various interpretations of the typed 
lambda calculus can be compared. In this paper we compare, as a particular case 
study, interpretations of the intensional typed lambda calculus in the category Pow. 
For several reasons, we think that interpretations i  Pow are of interest. First, as we 
saw above, there is a connection with the so-called "set-theoretical" models of the 
untyped lambda calculus. Using this connection, we are able to prove a certain 
completeness result in Section 5. Second, the category t_at of continuous lattices, 
which clearly is of fundamental importance in denotational semantics, is generated by 
Pow, in the sense that the Karoubi-envelope of Pow is equivalent to kat [7]. In 
general, one often can extend results proved for Pow to Lat, and hence it is only 
natural to start a semantical investigation with this simple subcategory. Moreover, 
Pow is closely connected to the category of qualitative domains, which in a similar 
manner generates the category of Scott domains by a Karoubi-envelope construction 
[7]. 
The main results about Pow proved in this paper are the following ones. We show 
that a certain intensional interpretation is "canonical" for the class of interpretations 
in which application preserves arbitrary suprema (Theorem 16). Moreover, it is shown 
that the equational theory of this canonical interpretation includes the theory induced 
by any other theory in the class (Theorem 27). As an easy consequence, it follows that 
the theory of any interpretation in this class with an infinite base set is complete for 2/~ 
(Theorem 28). 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we consider the 
general categories (of domains) which need not be closed under function spaces, but 
which do contain approximations offunction spaces. Technically, such an approxima- 
tion (called a semi-exponent) consists of a domain in which the particular function 
space can be embedded. As opposed to function spaces, semi-exponents need not be 
uniquely determined by their categorical definition. The category Pow is an example 
of such a category of domains that admits various kinds of semi-exponents, although 
it is not closed under function spaces. We will also study a general notion of 
embedding between semi-exponents. 
In Section 3 it is shown that categories with semi-exponents give rise to models of 
the intensional typed lambda calculus. Models based on distinct choices of semi- 
exponents in the same category (such as Pow) need not have the same theory, as the 
trivial Example 5 shows. 
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In Section 4 we show that, although in general semi-exponents are not unique, we 
can nevertheless make a canonical choice in Pow; the semi-exponent ~,,  defined 
above is a best approximation ofthe function space in Pow as it is minimal in the sense 
that it can be embedded into each linear, weakly elementary semi-exponent i  Pow. As 
a consequence, we see in Section 5 that the theory of ~,,  is maximal for the theories 
induced by linear, weakly elementary interpretations (Theorem 27). 
2. Preliminaries 
Let C be a full subcategory of the category Dcpo of directed complete partial orders 
(dcpo's) and continuous (i.e., directed suprema preserving) functions. Given objects 
D, E ~ C, their function space [-D, E] (consisting of the continuous functions D -o E 
ordered pointwise) is a dcpo but need not be an object in C. Hence we are interested in 
"approximations" of the function space in C, or, more formally, in objects D ~ E E C 
having [D, E] as a retract. In detail, such a retract is given by the following items: 
• a continuous function • : (D ~ E) x D ~ E, 
• a continuous function R: [D, E] ~ (D ~ E), 
satisfying the requirement 
R( f ) .x  = f(x). 
Informally, the function R above chooses a representation R( f )  for each f :  D ~ E. 
In case C _c Dcpo, the category-theoretically notion of a semi-exponent i  C exactly 
corresponds to the above notion of an object approximating a function space. Recall 
the following definition from [3, 6]. 
Definition 1. Let C be a category with finite products and D, E e C objects. A semi- 
exponent of D, E is an object D ~ E ~ C together with 
• an ar rowe: (D~E)  xD~EinC,  
• an arrow A( f ) :O '  ~ (O ~ E) in C, 
for each continuous morphism f :  D' x D ~ E, 
satisfying the requirements 
1. eo(A( f )x id )=f  
2. A ( fo (gx id )  = A(f )og.  
If an exponent [D, E] of D, E exists in C, then D ~ E is a semi-exponent iff it has 
[D, E] as a retract. 
Proposition 2. For a full subcategory C ___ Dcpo, there is a bijective correspondence 
between semi-exponents in C and approximations of function spaces in C. 
Proof. Left to the reader or see [6]. [] 
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Recall that a weak cartesian osed structure [3, 6] on a category C assigns to each 
pair of objects D, E E C a semi-exponent D =~ E. By the above proposition, a weak 
cartesian closed structure on a full subcategory C _~ Dcpo chooses an "approxima- 
tion" in C of the function space l-D, E] for each pair D, E e C. 
Definition 3, A pre-embeddin9 of a semi-exponent D ~ E in another semi-exponent 
D ~ 'E  is given by arrows r:(D =*.'E) ~ (D ~ E) and s:(D ~ E) ~ (D ~ 'E)  such that 
1. ros = idD~E, 
2. e ° (r x ido) = e'. 
The pre-embedding is an embeddin9 if moreover soA( f )=A ' ( f ) ,  for all 
f :D 'xD~ E. 
For C _~ Dcpo, a pre-embedding can be described alternatively as consisting of 
a retraction pair r, s as in the above definition, satisfying the requirement 
0 o'x = r((a)ox. The pair r, s forms an embedding if moreover R' ( f )  = s(R(f)).  
Note that in an embedding e'and A' are completely determined from E and A (via 
the retraction pair r, s), in exactly the same way as in an arbitrary semi-exponent e, A 
are determined by giving the proper exponent as a retract. 
If it exists, the exponent [D, E] (which is also a semi-exponent) can always be 
embedded in a corresponding semi-exponent D ~ 'E  (take A(g):(D ~ 'E)~ [-D, E] 
and A'(e):[D,E] ~ (D ~ 'E)  as retraction pair). In general, we say that a semi- 
exponent D =~ E is minimal when it has this property that it can be embedded in each 
semi-exponent D ~'E .  In a full subcategory C ___ Dcpo, a minimal semi-exponent can 
be viewed as a best approximation ofthe corresponding function space. If an exponent 
exists, it is the (up to isomorphism) unique minimal semi-exponent, as each semi- 
exponent embeddable in an exponent is itself an exponent. In fact this already 
holds for pre-embeddings: a semi-exponent pre-embedded in a exponent is itself an 
exponent. 
The main example in this paper of a full subcategory C _~ Dcpo which is not closed 
under function spaces is the category Pow of powersets and continuous functions (i.e., 
the objects of Pow are sets ~A ordered by subset inclusion, and the arrows are 
continuous functions f :  NA ~ ~B). It is easily seen that Pow has all finite products: 
the terminal object is ~0, and the binary product of powersets NA, ~B is given 
NA ~NB (where ~v denotes disjoint union). Furthermore, a simple cardinality 
argument shows that Pow is not closed under function spaces (for example, there are 
exactly (three) continuous functions N {* } ~ 0~ {* }, but there does not exist a power- 
set with three elements). 
Nevertheless, we can define various kinds of semi-exponents in Pow. 
Example 4. Define semi-exponents ~,,, ~, ,  and ~s  (for a set S) on Pow as follows: 
• NA ~m~B = ~{(X ,b) [X  ~_ A finite, beB},  
~b om x = {b [(X, b) e ~b for some finite X ___ x }, 
Rm(f)  = {(X, b)[b e f (X) ,  X finite}. 
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• ~A ~,  ~B = ~ { (X, Y) [ X ___ A finite, Y ___ B finite}, 
q5 o, x = U { YI (X, I1) e q5 for some finite X _ x}, 
R, ( f )  = {(X, Y)I Y c_ f (X ) ,  X,  Y finite}. 
• ~A ~s~B = ~({(X, b) lX  c_ A finite, b e B} w S), 
~b °s x = {hi(X, b) e ~b for some finite X _c x}, 
Rs( f )  = {(X, b)lb e f (X) ,  X finite} w S. 
It is easy to see that, although ~A ~x ~B (for x ~ {m, n, S}) defines a semi-exponent, it 
is in general not isomorphic to a function space. For example, for NA = NB = {*} 
the above semi-exponents have resp. 4, 16, and 2 2 + ISI elements. 
Many more semi-exponents exist in Pow, and we will see other examples below. It 
will turn out that the semi-exponent NA ~m ~B is minimal for a certain class of 
semi-exponents in the sense that it is embedded in each member NA ~ ~B of that 
class. Intuitively, the semi-exponent ~m gives a best approximation (with respect o 
the class) of the function space in Pow. 
Further examples of categories that lack function spaces, but are provided with 
various kinds of semi-exponents, are the full subcategories of Dcpo having as objects 
cohertence spaces, resp. qualitative domains. We refer the reader to [5, 7] for further 
details on this. (Note however that function spaces can be defined in the correspond- 
ing nonfull subcategories with stable continuous functions as arrows [2].) 
3. Models of the typed labda calculus 
For each weak cartesian closed structure (~, . ,R )  on a full subcategory 
C __ Dcpo, we define an interpretation of the typed lambda calculus (with base type 
o). First, fix an object D e C. Then, assign to each type a an object/)~ E C as follows: 
DO = D, 
D,~ ~ z = D,~ ~ D ~. 
An environment p is a function Var ~ U D ~ (where Var is the set of(typed) variables) 
satisfying the requirement p(x ~) ~ D ~. By p [d/x] we denote the environment equal to 
p except hat it yields d for x. For each lambda term t ~ and each environment p, we 
define an element [t]o ~ D ~ by the following inductive clauses: 
[x] , ,  = p(x), 
[st L = [s ]p ,  [ t ]~,  
[2x.t]a = R([t]ar_/~l), 
where [t]pt_/x j is the (continuous) function given by [t]pt_lxj(d ) = [ t ]p [d /x  ]. It is left to 
the reader to check that the above interpretation is well-defined (it corresponds to the 
(general) notion of an interpretation of the typed lambda calculus in a weak cartesian 
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closed category [3]. We call ~ = ({D~}, [ . ] )  the interpretation based on D and the 
semi-exponent ~.  
As usual we say that N, p ~ s = tiff [s]o = [tip in the interpretation based on D and 
~.  Furthermore, ~ ~ s = tiff @, p ~ s = t holds for all environments p. By results of 
[3, 4], all the equalities of the typed 2fi-calculus hold in @. Moreover, since the q-rule 
need not be satisfied, N is in general a model of the nonextensional (or intensional) 
typed lambda calculus only. 
Let the theory Th~ denote the set of equalities {s = t [~ ~ s = t}. In this paper we 
are interested in comparing the theories based on distinct weak cartesian closed 
structures ~ and ~ '  on Pow. The following example shows that in general these 
theories need not be the same. 
Example 5. Consider ~0 ° ~o in the model based on ~m. It is easy to see that this 
equal to ~0 and hence that all terms t o ~ o have identical interpretations in this 
model. In particular, (x o ~ o = 2yO. xy) holds in the model. 
Next consider ~0 o ~ o in the model based on on. A simple calculation shows that 
this is equal to ~{(0, 0)}. Fix an environment p satisfying p(x ° ~o) = 0, then the 
interpretaton of 2y°.xy in this environment is {(0, 0)}, whereas the interpretation of 
x o ~o is 0. Hence (x ° ~o = 2yO.xy) does not hold in the model. 
4. The semi-exponent ~,~ is minimal 
In this section we show that the semi-exponent ~m can be embeded in each linear, 
weakly elementary semi-exponent in Pow. 
First, a semi-exponent ~A ~ ~B in Pow is called linear iff the associated function 
• :(~A ~ ~B)×~A- -*  ~B preserves arbitrary lubs in its first argument, i.e., 
(U S)*x = U~s (4) °x). All semi-exponents mentioned till now are linear. Here are two 
examples of nonlinear semi-exponents. 
Example 6. Think of ~A ~ ~B as a set of automatons which take input from ~A 
and yield output in ~B. Each automaton q~ is determined by a set of instructions of 
the form (X, b) ("on input X yield output b") and can furthermore be switched on or 
off. Accordingly, we define 
~A ~a,,tC~S = ~({(X,  b) IX ~_ A finite, b ~ B} u {on}), 
q5 ° a,t x = {b I(X, b) ~ q~ for some finite X __c x, and on ~ 4) }, 
R~,,( f )  = {(X, b)[ b ~ f (X) ,  X finite} ~ {on}. 
Note that each function f is represented by an enabled automaton. 
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Example 7. Fix an element a ~ A. Define 
~A ~a ~B = ~A ~ ~B, 
q~ % x = {b[(X, b) ~ ~b for some finite X _~ x and (X u {a}, b) E ~b }, 
R. ( f )  = Rm(f). 
Next, we introduce the notion of weakly elementary semi-exponents (on Pow). 
Definition 8. For a continuous function f :~A ---, ~B define [ f ]  ~ ~A ~m~B by 
I f ]  = {(X, b)lb ~f (X)&#(X, f ,  b)}, 
where 
#(X,f, b) ~ (Y ~_ X&b ~f (Y )  ~ Y= X), 
i.e., #(X,f, b) iff X is a minimal amount of input that f needs to produce b. For an 
arbitrary ~ e ~A ~ NB, we write [~b] for [ fe]  (where fe(x) = ~*x). 
Proposition 9. The operator [ - ]  satisfies the followin 9 properties: 
1. [ f ] -mx =f (x )  (i.e., " [ f ]  represents f") ,  
2. ~b c [ f ]  ~ fe <f ,  
3. [Us] ___ U~ [4], 
where S ~_ ~A ~_ ~B for some semi-exponent 3 .
We have the (simple) proof of this proposition to the reader. 
Recall that an element x in a dcpo D is compact if for each directed subset S _~ D, 
x ~< VS implies that 3y ~ S such that x ~ y. Moreover, a continuous function 
f :~A ~ ~B is compact iff f is compact as an element of the dcpo [~A, NB] of 
continuous functions. 
Proposition 10. I f  f is compact, then [ f ]  is a finite set. 
Proof. Suppose that [ f ]  is an infinite set. The set S = {f4l~b ___ [ f ]  & ~b finite} is 
directed and has f as lub. However, by Proposition 9.2 the function f is not below any 
element in S, and hence f is not compact. [] 
The other way round, 
Proposition 11. I f  0 c_ ¢~A =~NB is finite, then f¢~ is compact. 
Proof. Suppose that f4 ~< US with S directed, then q~.x =f~(x) _~ US(x) = Ug~sg(x) 
for all x. Hence if (X, b)e~b, then b ~ qS.X and there exists g(X'b) ss  such that 
b ~ g(X'b)(X). By assumption the set {g(X'b)l(X,b) ~q~} is finite and hence has 
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upperbound (say) 9 ~ S. For arbitrary x and b e f¢(x) we have b s ~b,x, hence 
3(X,b)~(~ such that X _ x and bsg(X'b)(x) ~_ 9(X) ~-- g(x). We conclude that 
f4<~9. [] 
From the above two proposition follows: 
Corollary 12. The continuous function f is compact iff [ f ]  is a finite set. 
In general, the (analogue of) Proposition 11 need not hold for an arbitrary 
semi-exponent. We call a semi-exponent ~A ~ ~B elementary iff each finite subset 
q5 ~ ~A =:- ~B represents a compact function (i.e., f¢ is compact). By Corollary 12, 
a semi-exponent is elementary iff for each finite subset q~ _ ~A ~ ~B we have that 
[-th] is a finite set. It is easy to see that the semi-exponents on Pow from previous 
exampls are all elementary. Here is an example of a nonelementary semi-exponent. 
Example 13. For powersets ~A, ~B define 
~A ~f .n~B = ~{f :~A ~ ~B[ f  continuous}, 
~' fun  X = ~/ {f (x ) l f  E d a}, 
Rf, , ( f )  = {cIc <~ f &c compact}. 
For an arbitrary linear semi-exponent o ,  we call dp ~ ~A ~ ~B elementary iff for 
all n E ~ we have that [{n} ] is finite. Note that in elementary semi-exponents, all
elements ~ are elementary. Vice versa, if all elements in a linear semi-exponent are 
elementary, then the semi-exponent itself is elementary by Proposition 9.3. 
A semi-exponent is weakly elementary iff R ( f )  is elementary for all (appropriate) 
continuous functions f Note that elementary semi-exponents are also weakly elemen- 
tary. Although the semi-exponent ~fu. from the previous example is not elementary, 
it clearly is weakly elementary. The next example defines a semi-exponent which is not 
even weakly elementary. 
Example 14. For powersets ~A, ~B define 
~A ~ a fun #B = ~A ~f,n #B, 
~e ~ funX = ~OfunX , 
Re fun(f) = {919 ~f} .  
where 9 ~ f iff there exists a compact c such that g ~< c ~< f In order to see that, for 
example, ~co : : :~fun~ is not weakly elementary, consider the functions 
Z, Zl:~a~ ~ ~co defined by Vx(Z(x) = {0}), resp., 
{~0} i fx=O,  
Z s (x) = otherwise. 
Now Z,  e R ~ fun(Z), but [Z,]  = {({n}, O)ln e o~} is not finite. 
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We show that the semi-exponent ~,,  can be embedded in each linear, weakly 
elementary semi-exponent ~.  Define a function r :(~A ~ NB) --* (~A ~m ~B) by 
r(@) = Y {gn]In E @}, 
where [n] denotes [{n}]. Observe that [¢] _ r(¢), but that the reverse of this 
statement need not hold in general. In fact, r may be viewed as the "linearization" of 
[ . ] ,  which (viewed as a function (NA ~ NB) ~ (~A =~,,~B)) is not even monotonic. 
Next define the function s:(NA ~,, NB) ~ (NA ~ NB) running into the opposite 
direction of r, as follows: 
s (~b) = {n e R( f~)  I [n]  ___ ~}.  
To show that r, s form an embedding of semi-exponents, wefirst need the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 15. Suppose ~A ~ ~B is a linear semi-exponent, X ~_ ~A finite, and 
b ~ B. Then there exists n E U(~A =~ ~B) such that In] = {(X, b)}. Moreover, if 
b E f (X) ,  then n E R( f ) .  
Proof. Let g denote the continuous function defined by g(x) = {b} if X _~ x and 
0 otherwise. Then by the linearity of the semi-exponent, there exists n E R (g) such that 
{n}•X = {b}. It is easy to see that in fact f{~} = g, and hence In] = {(X, b)}. Further- 
more, for arbitrary f, suppose that b E f (X) ,  then g ~< f hence n ~ R(g) ~_ R(f ) .  [] 
Theorem 16. For each linear, weakly elementary semi-exponent ~,  the functions 
r : (~A ~ ~B) -+ (~A ~m~B)  and s : (~A ~B)  ~ (~A ~ ~B) as defined above, 
form an embedding of semi-exponents. 
Proof. It is easy to see that r is continuous (even linear), and the continuity ofs follows 
as ~ is weakly elementary. Furthermore, we have 
rs(~b) = U {[n] lneR( f4) ,  [n] _~ ¢}, 
where the last set clearly is a subset of qS. The other way round, suppose that (X, b) E ~b, 
then by Proposition 15 there exists n ~ R(f4, ) such that [n] = {(X, b)}, hence (X, b) is 
in the above set. It follows that rs((a) = 4). 
Next we show that for arbitrary x, ~b • x = r (~b)•,~ x. Suppose that b E ~b • x, then by 
linearity of • in its first argument and continuity in its second, there exists a minimal 
finite X___x and nE~b such that bE{n}•X. Hence (X,b) Er{n} ~ r((a) and 
be  r(¢)•mx. The other way round, suppose that b er(~b)•,,x, then there exists 
(X, b) E r(~b) such that X __ x. Hence by definition of r, b E ~b•X ~ ~b•x. 
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Finally, we have that for all continuous functions f, sRm(f) = R(f) :  
sRm(f) = {n ~ R(fR.(S))] [n] _ Rm(f)} 
= {neR( f ) [ [n]  c_ Rm(f)} 
= R( f ) ,  
where the last equality follows because In] ___ Rm(f), for all n e R(f ) .  [] 
Theorem 1 6 can be extended to arbitrary (not necessarily weakly elementary) linear 
semi-exponents for the notion of pre-embedding. In particular, we define a more 
"economical" variant Se of e, which, as opposed to s, preserves finite sets. First, for 
each (X, b) fix an element n(X.b ) as given by Proposition 15 (this requires the axiom of 
choice). Then define Se : (NA ~m NB) ~ (~A ~ ~B) by 
Se(~) ) = {n(X,b) l (X  , b) e ¢}. 
Observe that Se <~ s. 
Theorem 17. For each linear semi-exponent ~,  the functions r:(~A ~NB) -~ 
(~A ~m ~B) and Se : (~A ~m ~B) ~ (~A ~ ~B) as defined above, form a pre-embed- 
ding of semi-exponents. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 16. [] 
Note that s~Rm(f) ~_ R(f ) ,  but in general not the other way round. Hence the pair 
r, se forms a pre-embedding but not, in general, an embedding. 
In the next section we will only work with linear, weakly elementary semi-exponents. 
Nevertheless, we use s~ rather than s there, because Se preserves the finiteness of sets. 
This and some other useful properties are summarized in the following proposition. 
Proposition 18. Let r, s and s e be the morphisms defined above. Then the following 
properties hold: 
1. rR( f )  = Rm(f), 
2. ~.mx = se(¢) ,  x, 
3. seRm(f) ~_ R(f) ,  
4. if 49 is finite and elementary, then r(~b) is finite, 
5. if ~o is finite, then Se(~)) is finite, 
6. Se(4)) is elementary. 
5. The theory of linear semi-exponents 
Fix an arbitrary linear, weakly elementary semi-exponents ~ on Pow and an 
object ~A e Pow. Let ~ -- ({L~}, ( - ) )  denote the lambda model based on NA and 
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~,  while sg = ({M~}, [ . ] )  denotes the corresponding model based on ~,~ (hence, 
L ° = M ° = NA). In this section we will show that the theory of ~ is included in the 
theory of ~ ' .  
In particular, we will lift the retraction pair r, Se from Theorem 17 to retractions 
r ~, s ~ between M% L ~ for each type o-, in such a way that the interpretation of terms 
is "preserved" (Propositions 22 and 26). The intended result then easily follows 
(Theorem 27). 
To begin with, say that an element 0 e L ~ is hereditary elementary (or h-elementary) 
iff 
1. o--- o, or 
2. o- = (o'1 =~ o-2), q~ is elementary, and for all x ~ L ~ we have that x h-elementary 
implies q~ e x is h-elementary. 
Proposition 19. I f  O' ~- (o ~ L ~ and 4) is h-elementary, then cp' is h-elementary. More- 
over, if W ~_ L ~, and each ~ ~ W is h-elementary, then U W is h-elementary. 
The (trivial) proof of this proposition is left to the reader (but observe that the 
linearity of * is crucial). 
Next we show that the interpretation of the lambda calculus is closed under the 
property of h-elementariness. Call a ~q°-environment p h-elementary iff p(x) is h- 
elementary for each x. 
Proposition 20. I f  p is h-elementary, then (t )p is h-elementary. 
Proof. By induction on t. We consider the case that t= 2x.u, then (t)p = 
R((u)pr_/xl).  As ~ is weakly elementary, this set is elementary. Furthermore, for 
a h-elementary S, ( t )p+S = R((u)or_x/~).S = (u)oESl~j, which is h-elementary by 
induction hypothesis. It follows that (2.u)p is h-elementary. 
Observe that, as a consequence of this proposition, interpretations ofclosed lambda 
terms are h-elementary. Intuitively, non h-elementary elements do not play any role in 
the semantics. 
Next we define functions g:L  ~ ~ M ~ by induction on o- as follows: 
r°@)  = 4), 
r ~ =~(qS) = {(r~(X), c)[(X, b) e r(~b) such that c e re{b} &X h-elementary}. 
It is easy to see that r ~ is well-defined (use Proposition 18.4). Furthermore, for each 
type o- the function r ~ preserves arbitrary lubs (and hence is monotone). 
Proposition 21. Suppose that x e L ~ is h-elementary and dp eL  G ~ ~, then 
r~@ox) _ r~=~@)o~r~(~). 
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Proof. The proof  is by induction on the type z. For  the basis of the induction, assume 
that ~ = o. I fn  ~ r°(O.x) = O.x ,  then n E r(~b).,,x by Theorem 16. Hence there exists 
(X, n) ~ r (4b) such that X __ x and hence X is h-elementary (as x is h-elementary). By 
the monotonic i ty of r ~, it follows that r ~ (X) _ r ~ (x). We have 
r ~ ~ o (~b) •m r~ (X) = { (r ~ (X), b) [ (X, b) ~ r (q$) & X h-elementary} • m r~ (X) 
= {hi(X, b)e  r(q$) such that r~(X) c__ r~(x)&X h-elementary}, 
hence n ~ r ~ ~ °(c/))*mr~(x). 
For  the induction step, assume that z = zl =>z2. We now have r*(q$-x)= 
{(r~(Y), c)[(Y, b) ~ r(d~°x) such that c E r~{b} & Y h-elementary}. Suppose that 
(r~(Y), c)~ r~(cb°x). From (Y, b)~ r((o°x), it follows by monotonic i ty of r and The- 
orem 16 that (Y, b) e z (r (q$)*m x). Hence by linearity of r there exists d e r (q$)°m x such 
that (Y, b) e r{d}. Furthermore, by definition of °,~, we find (X, d) e r(q$) satisfying 
X~_x .  From (Y ,b )er{d},  Y h-elementary and c6r~{b} it follows that 
(r~(Y), c )e r  ~ ~z{d},  while from X ___ x it follows that r~(X) ~_ r~(x) and X h- 
elementary. Now it is clear that ( r~(X) , r~(Y) ,c) )er°~'( (~) ,  and hence 
(r~,(r), c) ~ ~ ~ ~(¢).~r~(x).  [] 
In general, the inclusion in the above propsit ion cannot be reversed. 
Proposition 22. For each term t ~ and h-elementary environment p we have 
r~<t)p ~_ [t],p, 
where rp(x') = r'(p(x')). 
Proof. By induction on t. The case that t is a variable is trivial. Now suppose that 
t = tl t2. We have 
r ~<tlt2}e = r~(<tl}pi<t2>p} 
r ~a<t  1 }oimr~<t2}p 
=-- [ t l ] , , . , .  [t2],, 
= [tl  t2]~p, 
where the second step is by Proposit ion 21, and the third by the indction hypothesis. 
Next consider the case that t = 2x.u. We have 
r ~' ~°~<2x.u>p = {(r~l(X), c)l (X, b) E r(2x.u>p such that c ~ r¢~{b} 
& X h-elementary} 
= {(r ~1 (X), c) I(X, b) ~ rn <u)oE_lxj such that c ~ r ~2 {b} 
& X h-elementary} 
c__ {(r~,(X), c)l(X, b) e R=<u)oE_/~ 1 such that c e r~ {b} 
& X h-elementary}, 
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where the last inclusion is by Proposition 18.1. Suppose that ( r ° l (X ) ,e )~ 
rOl ~ ~2 ( 2x .u ) . ,  then from (X, b) ~ Rm< u)p[_/x ] it follows that b ~ Rm<u )p[_ /x] 'mX = 
<u>p[x/x~. Hence we have 
c e r °2 {b} 
-= r °~ <u>~rx/xl 
~- [ulr(¢[x/xl) 
= [U](rp)Er~,(x)/~], 
where the third step holds by the induction hypothesis and the fact that X is 
h-elementary. It follows that (r°l(X), c) E R,,[u]rp[-/xl = [2x.u]~p. [] 
Fix an arbitrary left-inverse se ofr as in the previous ection. For each type a, deffine 
s° :M ° ~ L ° by the following inductive clauses: 
s°(Q) = 4, 
s° '~(4) )  = s{(s°(X) ,  c)[(X, b) s q5 such that c e s~{b}}. 
Note that ~b finite implies s~(q~) finite by induction on a, using Proposition 18.5 for the 
step case. It follows that s ° is weU-defined. Furthermore, it is easy to see that s ° 
preserves arbitrary lubs. 
Proposition 23. For all 0 ~ M °, s ~ (4) is h-elementary. 
Proof. By induction to a. The base of the induction is trivial. For the induction step, 
assume that a = o-1 ~ a2. As s°(~b) is of the form s¢(~) (for some ~), it clearly is 
elementary (Proposition 18.6). Furthermore, for a not necessarily h-elementary) 
x ~ L °~, we have 
s°(d~).x = Se{(S°~(X), c) l(X, b) E q5 such that c ~ s°~{b)} .x  
= {(s~'(X), c)l(X, b) ~ ~b such that c ~ s°~{b}}. , ,x  
= {cl(X, b) E ~b such that c ~ s°~{b} &s°~(X)  c_ x} 
: U 
(X,b) e 4)&s~(X) ~_x 
where the second step follows by Proposition 18.2. By the induction hypothesis and 
Proposition 19, we have that s~(4)).x is h-elementary. [] 
Proposition 24. For all a, r~s~((~) = 4. 
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Proof. The proof  is by induction to ~r. If tr = o, then the proposit ion trivially holds. If 
o- = o"1 ~ az we reason as follows: 
r~s ~ (05) = {(r "1 (X), c)[(X, b) E rs ~ (05) such that c E r "2 {b} & X h-elementary} 
= {(r "1 (X), c) [ (X, b) ~ { (s "1 (Y), e)[ 3 (Y, d) ~ 05 such that e ~ s ~2 {d} } 
such that c ~ r "2 {b} & X h-elementary} 
= {( r~s  ~ (Y), c) l 3 (Y, d) ~ 053b(b ~ s ~ {d} & c ~ r ~2 {b})} 
-- {(I1, c)[ (Y, d) ~ 05 such that c E r~s  ~ {d} } 
-- {(Y, c)[(Y, d) ~ 05 such that c ~ {d}} 
=05. [] 
Lemma 25. Suppose 05 e M ~ ~ ~ and x ~ M ~, then St(05"mX) ~_ S~ = z(05)'S" (X). 
Proof. For  the sake of convenience, we write ~k for the set {(s~(X), c)[(X, b) ~ 05 such 
that c ~ st{b}}. Hence s ~ ~ ~(05) = se(~). 
The proof  is by induction on z. First assume that tr = o. Suppose that 
n e s°(05o, ,x)= 05OmX, then there exists (X, n)~ 05 such that X _~ x. It follows that 
(s~(X), n) e ff and s ' (X )  ~_ s ' (x) .  Hence n ~ ¢OmS'(X) = S~(~)os'(x)  by Proposit ion 
18.2, which is equal to s °~ ~(05)°s~(x). 
Next assume that z = z~ => %. Suppose 
(K, n) e s t (05 • m X) = Se {(S t~ (X), C) 13 (X, b) e 05 °~ x such that c ~ s t~ {b} }. 
Then, by linearity of s,, there exists (X, b) ~ 05 • m x such that (K, n) ~ s, { (s tl (X), c) } and 
c e s t: {b}. By definition of application °m, there exists (Y, (X, b)) ~ 05 such that Y ~ x 
and satisfying the above two statements. Because 
s ~ ~{(X ,  b)} = Se{(StI(Z), e)[ ~(Z, d) ~ {(X, b)} such that e ~ s t~ {d}} 
= se{(s t ' (X ) ,  e) le ~ st~ {b} }, 
it follows that (K, n) ~ s ~ ~ ~2 {(X, b)}. Hence (s~(Y), (K, n)) e 0 and s~(Y) ~ s~(x). 
Finally (K, n)~ O.ms~(Y)  c_ O .~s~(x)  = s~(O)os~(x) = s ~ ~(05).s~(x).  [] 
Proposition 26. For  each term t ~ and environment_p we have 
s ~ [t]~ _ (t)~p, 
where sp (x ~) = st(p (xt)). 
Proof. The proof  is by induction on t. We consider the case that t = 2x.u  of type 
o-1 =~ a2. Then 
s~[2x.u]o = s~{(s~'(X),  c)[(X, b) e [,tx.u]p such that c ~ s~{b}} 
= s~ {(s~(X), c)[ (X, b )e  Rm[u]pE_/~ 1such that c e s"~{b}} 
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= se{(s~'(X), c)[b ~ [u]pEx m such that c ~ s~{b}} 
= Se{(S¢'(X), c)13b(s¢2{b} ~_ s'~[u]otxlx]&c es~2{b})} 
= s~{(s<"(x), c) l c + s<'~l-G~Ex/xj} 
=_ s, { (s:,(x), c)lc + <s>~,oo,<x>m} 
~-- seR.<uYse[-/:q} 
= <,~x.u)sp, 
where the eighth step is by Proposition 18.8. [] 
Finally we state as our main theorem that the theory of ~ is included in the theory 
of J#. 
Theorem 27. Let ~,  J/d be lamba models as defined at the start of this section, then 
Thee c Th~¢ (i.e., for arbitrary lambda terms t, u, we have that ~ ~ t = u implies 
~/~ t=u) .  
Proof. Suppose that 5e I= t = u, then <t)p = <u)p for all ~-environments p. For an 
arbitrary J#-environment z, we have 
[ t ] .  = r~s = [ t ] .  
_~ r"(<t>,.)  
_ r¢(<u>=) 
z [u],s. 
= [u ] . ,  
where the second step holds by Proposition 26 and the fourth by 22 and 23. 
Analogously, we can show that for each ~(-environment [u]~ ~_ [t]~. It follows that 
[-u]~ = [t]~ and d /~ t = u. [] 
Hence, the theory of ~,~ is maximal among the theories of the linear, weakly 
elementary semi-exponents on Pow. 
Theorem 28. Zfl is complete for the theory of a lambda model based on an infinite set 
and an arbitrary linear, weakly elementary semi-exponent. 
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Proof. Let ~ be an arbitrary linear, weakly elementary semi-exponent, and ~A an 
infinite set. By Theorem 27, the theory of the model based on NA and ~ is included 
in the theory of the corresponding model based on ~m. Furthermore, it is not difficult 
to show that the theory of this last model is included in the theory of an arbitrary 
model based on ~m and a set of smaller cardinality (for example, similar to what we 
did in this section, retractions between base types can be lifted to arbitrary types in 
such a way that interpretations of terms are "preserved"). Hence, to prove the 
theorem, it is enough to show that the model JV based on Nco and ~m is complete for 
2ft. This can be done as follows. 
First, define isomorphsms ff:(~co) ~~ Nco in the obvious way, i.e., take i ° = id and 
i~=~(49) = { (ei~(x), i~(a))l(X, a) ~ q~}, 
where e(. ) and ( . , - )  are the bijective ncodings of finite sets of natural numbers, resp., 
pairs of natural numbers, as natural numbers, which are associated with Scott's model 
~co of the untyped lambda calculus [1]. As interpretations of typed terms are 
independent of type information, it is easy to show that the interpretation i ~[t~]p of t ~ 
in X is equal to the interpretation of the type erasure of t in Scott's model (in 
environment ip). Now suppose that 2fi [/-t = u, then the type erasures of t, u have 
distinct B6hm-trees [1], and by the characterization of equality in ~e), we have 
~co ~ t = u [1]. By the above it follows that there exists p such that [ t ] f  ¢ [u]~, 
henceX~t=u.  [] 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper we show that the theory associated to a linear semi-exponent (on 
Pow) is always included in the theory of a particular "minimal" semi-exponent ~m. 
Many interesting questions concerning extensions and generalizations of this result 
remain open. 
For example, what can we say about nonlinear semi-exponents? The semi-exponent 
~m can be embedded in the nonlinear semi-exponent ~aut from Example 6, hence our 
proof can probably be generalized to these kind of "pseudo-linear" semi-exponents. 
However, the semi-exponent ~,  from Example 7 can in general not be shown to 
contain =>m- 
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